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WHEN I started my studies of chimpanzees more than 40 years ago in what is now Gombe Stream National Park (Tanzania), travel in many parts of Africa was truly an adventure: roads and infrastructure were almost nonexistent in many places, and to journey overland or by aeroplane during the wet season was to sometimes put oneself at the mercy of the elements. Travel literature then often consisted of lengthy tomes compiled by explorers and adventurers after years on the ‘road’; popular (and portable) travel guides were simply not available for destinations far from western Europe or North America. Likewise, the appreciation of wildlife as a pastime – that is, watching and enjoying live animals for their own sake and in their own environment – was a privilege afforded to few.

All that has changed, of course, in this era of instant communications and fast transport: previously inaccessible and virtually unknown creatures and places appear almost daily in the mass media; travel guidebooks are now available to nearly every place on earth; and a massive growth in ecotourism has encouraged the proliferation of wildlife identification guides.

Watching Wildlife East Africa is a new type of guide. Not only does it help the reader to identify what they’re seeing – with beautiful photos and graphics – it tells them where to look for it in East Africa’s many superb wildlife reserves. But this handy guide goes even further: in language that anyone can understand, it explains what wildlife is doing – what it is eating, how it interacts with others of its own kind and other species, and how it copes with environmental factors such as climate and terrain. This is the first title in the Watching Wildlife series to deal with Africa’s great wildlife spectacles, and ranges from the traditional safari circuits of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania to the once inaccessible rainforest strongholds of the great apes.

For the first time in history virtually all of the world’s natural wonders are accessible to those with a yen to seek them out. Yet watching wildlife is still a great privilege, albeit one that involves patience and dedication (like many great human endeavours). By using this guide you will certainly get more out of your safari, gorilla or chimp tracking and birdwatching. Lest we become too complacent, consider you belong to one of the last generations who will be able to enjoy wildlife in its pristine state.

Jane Goodall PhD CBE

Dr Jane Goodall’s study of wild chimpanzees in Gombe Forest (now Gombe Stream NP) began in 1960 and continues today. In 1977 she founded the Jane Goodall Institute (www.janegoodall.org), which aims to empower individuals to take informed and compassionate action to improve the environment for all living things. Her passion has taken her to almost every corner of the globe as an advocate for conservation – for human and nonhuman primates, and for all living things. The Institute’s philosophy is ‘Every individual makes a difference.’
INTRODUCTION

FROM the coral reefs off Kenya and Tanzania to the summits of Africa’s highest mountains, nowhere else on earth within a similar geographical area is so great an assemblage of large animals supported by such a range of environmental and climatic variation – elements which continue to shape animal distribution and behaviour today.

But too often watching wildlife in East Africa involves being shuttled from one herd or pride to the next, a two-dimensional experience not unlike watching a TV documentary. A more expansive experience can be had by understanding the elements of an ecosystem and their inextricable linkage. For example, the abundance of tiny insects at the bottom of a food chain can affect the behaviour of predators at the top; and entire habitats can appear or disappear according to the behaviour of animals – and people.

The stimulation of the sheer variety and endless activity of forest and savanna should be justification in itself to find out why, how and when it all started, and what makes the cogs turn. And if the emotions stirred by the experience prompt you to take further action for the conservation of what you have seen, then a greater understanding will make that action more effective.

Few visitors come away unmoved from tracking mountain gorillas or our closest living relatives, chimpanzees; for many the experience challenges preconceptions about human nature and evolution. Yet habitat favoured by early humans – mosaics of riverine forest, savanna and lake shore – remain today much as they did a million years ago. Extensive fossil beds in Kenya and Tanzania show that large numbers of existing animal species shared the savannas of East Africa when our ancestors first began to walk upright. If not for the evolutionary pressures that caused their extinction, those early hominids could still be living and reproducing alongside modern lions, antelopes, giraffes… and human beings.

So in a sense the East African wildlife-watching experience is also a direct and profound link with the origins of every human being on the planet. As Karen Blixen wrote in her famous book, Out of Africa: ‘In Africa…you woke up in the morning and thought: Here I am, where I ought to be.’
YOU'RE here to see the animals and we'll help you: Watching Wildlife East Africa shows you how to recognise the major players and advises you where to find them. But this book is also packed with background information on wildlife habitats, advice on getting started, when to go and how to prepare. There are also watching tips (eg, which trail or lake to go to), and clues on the best time to look. Read on to help plan your wildlife-watching adventure and to get the best out of this treasure-trove.

Getting Started

There are two main ways to go about watching wildlife: pick your animals and then find out where to go; or choose where you want to go and then find out what’s there. In East Africa you’ll see a lot of the same wildlife in a lot of places (eg, giraffes and zebras); but for other animals you’ll need to go to certain places (eg, flamingos are best sought at Rift Valley lakes). The key chapters cover both approaches: Parks and Places describes where to go and what’s there; and the Wildlife Gallery tells you about the animals. Flipping between these chapters will tell you almost everything you need to know.

Index

The quickest way to find out about an animal or reserve is to look it up in the Index. Animals are arranged into groups according to their common names (Grey’s zebra comes under zebras) – page numbers in bold indicate a photo of that animal. Reserves are listed alphabetically by name.

Table of Contents

This gives you a quick overview of the book. We’ve colour-coded each chapter to help you find your way around until you’re more familiar with the layout.

Wildlife Gallery

A run down on all the key species and groups: what they look like (and how to tell them apart) and the kinds of things you can see them doing. This chapter is divided into three sections: Mammals, Birds, and Other Creatures Great and Small (eg, reptiles).

Key animals are presented as feature pages which describe unusual and interesting aspects of their ecology. A sidebar next to the main text summarises some of their main characteristics (eg, behaviour, breeding and preferred habitat); Swahili names are included for most species; and a Hotspots box lists some places where they might be
found (use this as a link to the Parks and Places chapter). A small map indicates each species' range.

Other animals appear in family (or closely related) groups – these pages are packed with photos to help you work out what's what.

**Parks and Places** Organised country by country and starting with an introduction to the overall region, this chapter describes the best national parks, reserves and other places in which to see wildlife. Each country section begins with an overview (including itineraries) and includes an urban section if wildlife can be seen there, eg, in Nairobi. Specific destinations, eg, national parks and other reserves, are ordered alphabetically according to their importance for wildlife-watching. Thus, major attractions, such as Serengeti NP, are given detailed treatment and less-frequented reserves may be covered in only one page. Wildlife highlights, watching tips and facts for travellers are summarised for each; and a colour map points out major features and good wildlife-viewing areas.

**Wildlife-Watching** Essential background reading. This chapter tells you when to go and what time of day to look, and explains the ins and outs of safaris, guides, equipment and field guides. Special features cover game drives, gorilla and chimp tracking, birdwatching and some safari alternatives, such as walking.

**Nature in East Africa** We explain the reasons behind East Africa's great biodiversity and introduce some of the conservation issues.

**Habitats** Explains East African ecosystems in simple terms.

**Resource Guide** This lists recommended field guides and other books, reliable tour operators and wildlife-related websites.

**Glossary** Explains any confusing words in the text.
WILDLIFE-WATCHING

Tips and hints on the art of watching wildlife
Up at first light, a quick gulp of coffee and into the vehicle for an early game drive – few experiences compare with sunrise over the savanna. There’s no way of knowing what each day will bring, but be assured that each day will bring something. Whether you want to see as much variety as possible or get better acquainted with an old favourite, it is essential that you plan your trip to get the most out of every day and location. The following pages offer tips to help you maximise your wildlife-watching experiences, but it is invaluable to read as much as possible before you go (see the Resource Guide for a list of useful references) and talk to people who’ve been – watching documentaries and attending public lectures is also a good way of keeping up to date with new discoveries on the wildlife scene.

When to Go

Possibly the single most important influence on the behaviour of wildlife – and therefore your chances of seeing it – is rain (see the Nature in East Africa chapter for more on rainfall patterns). Rain affects plant growth, the seasonal availability of fruits and drinking water, and the number, distribution, breeding and/or migration of prey animals and their predators. Of course, it also affects the personal comfort of the observer and the condition of roads.

Savannas During the dry seasons (which coincide with the peak tourist seasons) animals can usually be found reasonably close to permanent water – elephants in particular remain nearby – and burnt or trampled grasses make viewing easier. Rain on the savannas brings on spurts of green growth and triggers the breeding or migration of many herbivores and predators, the courting and breeding of birds, and the appearance of wildflowers. By late in the wet seasons visibility is greatly reduced by high grass, and wildlife has dispersed as water and food is more widely available – but tourists are then fewer in number. Getting around is usually no problem in dry seasons, but can become difficult, and in places impossible, during wet seasons.

Forests Rainforests can be very wet places at any time of year, but don’t let the wet put you off – carry a light umbrella so observation can continue during showers. Dry seasons will mean easier but hotter tracking of the forest-dwelling great apes, but they are active year-round (their movement is dictated mainly by the availability of food). Bird courtship – and therefore peak activity – tends to coincide with wet seasons.

Mountains Rain, falling as snow on the high peaks, forces antelopes, elephants and birds to lower altitudes during wet seasons. Cold and wet conditions on the great mountains can pose a physical challenge to visitors at any time of year (although dry seasons are usually fine) and every care should be exercised – see Lonely Planet’s Trekking in East Africa for more information.
HOW TO LOOK

Looking at the right time and place
Animals are free to roam and may not be where you want them to be, but the better informed you are, the more likely you are to see what you are after. If you are on a tour, your knowledge will complement that of the guide and will often be in demand by other members of the party.

Time of Day Arguably the most important factor in successful wildlife-watching. Learn what time of day your quarry is most active, how it spends other times and how these might vary according to season and weather conditions – and plan your days to make the most of these factors. An early start may catch nocturnal predators still on the move; birds are most active in the early morning, although raptors ride thermals as the day warms up; and nocturnal animals may be active in overcast conditions. Activity dies off during the heat of the day, especially during the dry season (large mammals shelter under trees or shrubs, and birds rest in shade), picking up again in the late afternoon and peaking near sundown.

Weather Daily, as well as seasonal, temperature and rainfall patterns also make a difference. For example, puff adders are often on the move after rain; lizards like to bask in early sunshine; and monkeys are more active when the day warms up. A storm can bring on a flurry of activity – swifts moving through on the front, termites swarming, and, in the aftermath, predators snapping up wind-blown insects and rodents swept about. And predators generally hunt into the wind – this helps guides predict where they’ll be the next day.

Food Sources Food availability can change with season, and knowing your quarry’s food preferences can help. Note what’s about, eg, trees in flower attract birds, butterflies and bats; termite swarms are snapped up by many animals, from jackals to rollers; and some lions follow the wildebeest migration.

Water For many animals daily access to water is essential and during dry seasons they will stay close to a ready source; naturally the concentration of prey will attract predators. The daily ebbing and flowing of tides affects marine life, and the roosting and feeding of shorebirds on mudflats.

Know Your Habitat Some knowledge of where an animal lives will be of great value in finding it, eg, don’t expect gorillas on the savanna (see the Habitats chapter for more details). Learn what to expect in each major habitat and by patiently waiting – sooner or later something will show. For example, a cliff face may harbour klipspringers, a leopard’s den or an owl’s nest. Once you make the link between species and habitat, your ‘search pattern’ will change and new things will reveal themselves. The area where one habitat merges into another is usually especially productive, eg, woodland abutting grassland.